Organizational skills Rules

Organizational skills
“The Achievements of an organization are the results of the
combined effort of each individual”
-

Vince Lombardi

Game Overview:
Can you fundamentally understand another person? can you
understand how their mind works?
This game tests your abilities to see the world trough someone
else’s eyes and how to choose your words carefully!
One person is the guesser, they are the only person in the room
who doesn’t know the word. The rest of the team tries to come up
with unique and clever clues to give the guesser. Because if any of
the clues are the same the matching clues get discarded.
The goal of the game is to get as many correct guesses as
possible.

Materials:
Optional:
7 – small, handheld Dry Erase Boards with marker
1 – Card stand
Required:
30 – Get Organized Cards

3 – Lifeline tiles

(print as 7 x 12 cm double sided)

(print as5x5 cm double sided)

(
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1 – Guesser tile 5
(print as 5x5 cm single sided)

Quick rules
reference
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Game Concepts:
Social Situations:
This game forces the players to consider 2 different facets of
communication.
On one hand they must consider how the guesser thinks and what clues
would be suitable to get their message across.
But they also must take into account the other clue givers so as to not
negate their own point. To train Empathy and this way of thinking is very
helpful when dealing with social situations such as negotiation and
meetings.

Find clues that help
guesser but are not so
obvious other clue givers
give the same clue.

Get Organized Cards:
These cards have 2 different words for the Team to choose from to give
clues about. If discussed they should only be mentioned obscurely. For
example only by saying “top one” or “bottom one”.

Dry Erase Boards:
These boards are used to write down the clues. All clues are written in
secret and simultaneously.
If you do not have dry erase boards paper and pens can be used aswell.
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2 different words on
each card.
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Life Line Tokens:
These are once per game powers, or life lines, that the guesser can
choose to use on their turn. Once used they can’t be used again.
Multiple life line tokens may be used by the same guesser in the same
turn.
Negotiation: The guesser gets to look at one of the down-turned boards.
Team-Work: The team quickly gets to re-write the clues to the word.
Conflict-Resolution: after a wrong guess, Take another guess. If correct
count it as a correct guess.
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Negotiation: Guesser
may look at one
downturned board
Team-Work: redo the
“write clues” part of the
turn
Conflict-Resolution: May
guess again after wrong
guess.
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Set up:
This game is designed for 5-7 players. If you are a larger group split into
multiple games instead. To go above 7 players is not recommended.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Give each player a dry erase board, or a piece of paper
Give the Guesser tile randomly to one person
If you have a card stand, put it in front of the guesser
Shuffle the Get Organized cards and deal out 2x the number of
players cards into a pile in the center of the table.
a. 14 cards in a 7 player game
b. 12 cards in a 6 player game
c. 10 cards in a 5 player game
5. Put the lifelines in the center of the table, active side face up

You are ready to start the game.

Fig. 1 here the game is setup according to the instructions for a 7 player game, although
the card stand is represented by a standing card in this picture to illustrate how it should
be facing away from the guesser.
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Each game can hold
between 5-7 players

Shuffle Cards
Deal out “2x number of
players” Cards.
Set out lifeline tokens
Randomly give guesser
tile to one player.
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How to play:
This is a cooperative game, you work together as a group to try and
score as many points as possible. The Game is played until the stack of
Get Organized cards run out.
Each round is played as follows
1. The guesser closes their Eyes
2. Then the group of clue givers draws the top card of the Get
Organized deck and chooses one of the 2 options without
revealing the word or talking about it to the guesser. For
example, you could point at a word and everyone either shows
thumbs up or thumbs down. Everyone must choose the same
word.
3. Everyone except the guesser now writes down a one-word Clue
on their board that they think:
a. The guesser will be able to connect to the chosen word
on the Get Organized card.
b. The other Clue-givers won’t write down.
This must be done in silence without discussion between clue
givers. You as a clue giver must anticipate what the other clue
givers will write down.

Fig. 2 In this example we have just finished step 3 of the round. The guesser (1) have
their eyes closed. And everyone around the table are revealing their clues they have
written down Per the beginning of step 4 (2).
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Guesser closes their eyes
Clue givers draw a card
and choose a word.

All clue givers write down
one word.
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4. When everyone is ready you all simultaneously revel your
chosen clues to each other. All clues that match another clue
already given must be laid face down on the table. Only the
unique clues will be shown to the guesser.

When all are ready reveal
the words.
All players that have the
same word must hide
their word.
Guesser open eyes and
guesses the word or uses
life-line.
If correct put in score pile
If wrong put in non-score
pile.
Game ends when deck is
empty.

Fig. 3 after step 4. The word orange was displayed by more than one player, so those
boards are flipped upside down(1). Then the Guesser may open their eyes and look at the
still revealed clues(2).

5. The guesser then opens their eyes and looks at all the one-word
clues remaining and either:
a. Makes a guess on what word it is.
b. Uses one or more of the life-lines (if available).
6. Depending on the guesser guess place the Card in on of the
following piles:
a. If the guess is correct put the Card in a scoring pile.
b. If the guess is incorrect discard the card in a non-scoring
pile.
7. The current guesser passes the guesser tile to the person on his
right. That person is now the guesser.
Once the deck of Get Organized Cards run out everyone should have
been the guesser 2 times. the game ends and you go to final scoring.

Example turn:
The word to guess is fire. 2 clue givers write down hot, the other three
write down forest, stove and pit. The 2 who wrote hot must flip their
boards face down. The other 3 hold their boards facing the guesser.
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Final Scoring:
For each Card in the scoring pile the team gets 1 point.
For each card in the non-scoring pile the team gets 0 points
After you’ve tallied all the point look at the corresponding chart.

5 Players

Grade
Well-oiled machine
Top notch Organization
Good meeting
Average affair
Take the class again.
Are you even trying

6 Players

Grade
Well-oiled machine
Top notch Organization
Good meeting
Average affair
Take the class again.
Are you even trying

7 Players

Grade
Well-oiled machine
Top notch Organization
Good meeting
Average affair
Take the class again.
Are you even trying
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Score
10
8-9
6-7
4-5
2-3
0-1

Score
12
1011
7-9
5-6
2-4
0-1

Score
14
1113
8-10
5-7
2-4
0-1

1 point per card in score
pile.

